
24 Fun Hands-On Activities for Learning with
Shapes, Puzzles, and Games
Shape recognition is a fundamental skill for children's development. It helps
them understand the world around them, solve problems, and develop
spatial reasoning. There are many fun and engaging ways to teach shapes
to kids, including hands-on activities, puzzles, and games. Here are 24
ideas to get you started.
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Hands-On Activities

1. Shape Sorting: Provide your child with a variety of objects of different
shapes and sizes, such as blocks, beads, or puzzle pieces. Encourage
them to sort the objects by shape.

2. Shape Matching: Draw or print out a variety of shapes on paper. Cut
them out and let your child match the shapes to the corresponding
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shapes on a shape chart or template.

3. Shape Building: Use blocks, straws, or other building materials to
help your child build different shapes. Encourage them to experiment
with different shapes and sizes.

4. Shape Tracing: Draw or print out a variety of shapes on paper. Let
your child trace the shapes with their finger or a pencil.

5. Shape Playdough: Provide your child with playdough and cookie
cutters of different shapes. Encourage them to use the cookie cutters
to cut out shapes from the playdough.

6. Shape Scavenger Hunt: Hide shapes around the room or outside.
Give your child a list of shapes to find and encourage them to search
for them.

7. Shape Collage: Provide your child with a variety of paper scraps,
magazines, or other materials. Encourage them to create a collage
using different shapes.

8. Shape Painting: Provide your child with paint and brushes. Encourage
them to paint different shapes on paper or cardboard.

Puzzles

1. Shape Puzzles: There are many different types of shape puzzles
available, such as wooden puzzles, foam puzzles, and magnetic
puzzles. Encourage your child to put the puzzle pieces together to
form different shapes.

2. Tangrams: Tangrams are a classic puzzle that consists of seven
geometric shapes that can be arranged to form a variety of different



shapes. Encourage your child to experiment with different shapes and
arrangements.

3. Jigsaw Puzzles: Jigsaw puzzles are a great way to develop spatial
reasoning skills. Encourage your child to put the puzzle pieces
together to form a complete picture.

4. Block Puzzles: Block puzzles are a great way to develop problem-
solving skills. Encourage your child to move the blocks around to solve
the puzzle.

Games

1. Shape Bingo: Create a bingo card with different shapes on it. Call out
different shapes and have your child cover the corresponding shapes
on their bingo card.

2. Shape Charades: Write down different shapes on pieces of paper.
Have your child take turns acting out the shapes while the other
players guess what they are.

3. Shape Simon Says: Give your child instructions to follow, such as
"Simon says touch the circle" or "Simon says jump over the triangle."
Encourage them to listen carefully and follow the instructions.

4. Shape Race: Draw or print out a racetrack with different shapes along
the way. Provide your child with a game piece and have them race
around the track, stopping at each shape to identify it.

5. Shape Memory: Create a set of matching cards with different shapes
on them. Turn the cards upside down and have your child take turns
flipping over two cards at a time to try to match the shapes.



6. Shape Jenga: Use Jenga blocks to build a tower. Encourage your
child to take turns pulling out blocks without knocking the tower over.
Each block should have a different shape on it.

7. Shape Twister: Create a Twister mat with different shapes on it. Call
out different shapes and have your child place their hands or feet on
the corresponding shapes.

8. Shape Concentration: Create a set of cards with different shapes on
them. Turn the cards upside down and have your child take turns
flipping over two cards at a time to try to match the shapes.

These are just a few ideas for fun and engaging ways to teach shapes to
kids. With a little creativity, you can come up with many other activities that
will help your child learn about shapes and develop their spatial reasoning
skills.
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